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When I sat down for my interview with Andrew WK, the last thing I thought we would talk about is the city I went to high school in. Let

alone talk to him with Greg from Dillinger Escape Plan about weightlifting.  The musical marvel has been going strong in the rock scene

since 1998.  A musician, producer, motivational speaker, and hardcore partier, Andrew WK is without a doubt a force to be reckoned with. 

Here's our interview from this past Thursday at Milwaukee's stop on the Vans Warped Tour. 

AK: The last time I saw you was in 2004 here in Milwaukee at The Rave.

AWK: Yes! We were just talking about that!

AK: I somehow snuck on stage and was up there.

AWK: Now was this the night if you remember that Children of Bodom were also playing and Alexi came down and played guitar?

AK: Yes, upstairs!

AWK: Yes! There’s the Eagles Ballroom and that’s the upstairs one correct?

AK: Correct. That is the very large room and that was initially designed for boxing matches. The venue used to be a gymnasium.

AWK: It’s and incredible and in the best way a very haunted building. As you’re probably aware the area in general and neighborhood is

haunted in not such great ways unfortunately. Especially with the hotel and Dahmer and all that. But there’s an energy there that is

whatever you really want it to be. You can but it towards a good thing like a show like we had that night in 2004 or you can put it towards

doing something very bad like Jeffrey did at the hotel across the street. I am not only just a big fan of Milwaukee but also of Wisconsin in

general. My dad’s entire side of the family is from here. I spent a huge amount of time in Wisconsin. For me this is like coming home.

AK: You’re initially from Michigan, right?

AWK: Yes, yes of course. My dad grew up in a town called Watertown. It’s a smaller town between Milwaukee and Madison.

AK: I know exactly where that is. I grew up in a city close to it.
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AWK: Yeah?

AK: Yeah, Hartford.

AWK: Ok, Hartford. Yeah, that’s on the way. You pass Little Amerricka right? My earliest childhood memories go back to Wisconsin. Like

visiting my grandparents and going to Little Amerricka or House on The Rock. I went there on New Years. The cheese castle, Mars

Cheese Castle. The whole vibe to me. You have these childhood memories that stay with you forever and they shape your brain. They

create a context and a color that is unique to you and I’m grateful that Wisconsin provided some of my earliest memories.

AK: I remember afterwards you were signing whole panels on shirts for people and they were very inspirational.

AWK: Well thank you for remembering that too. It’s always been important to me since the beginning and until now to make sure that the

people who give time to come and give you’re their time. I mean it is time out of their life just like it’s time out of my life. If they’re going to

do that for me, can I return it to them. Can I at least make sure they realize I'm appreciative and that I am grateful that they have decided

to join this party. That they pay attention to what I’m offering to the world and also the nature of what we do. This brand of entertainment is

specific that it is about partying. There's lots of fantastic entertainers out there who that I love who are doing something slightly different or

talking about their own experiences and expressing different ideas. I really just want to make people feel excited. I feel like that is what I

was born to do and I’m gonna use show business as the way to do it. So, for me fans and friends, the people that are there, are the whole

thing. That’s why this was made. This was a call out to the world to say, “Hey do you want to feel amped up”. And the people that

responded, of course, I just bow down to them.

AK: “Close Calls with Brick Walls”, came out finally!

AWK: Yes! Thank you for being aware of that at all. It had originally come out in South Korea and Japan in 2006. 2006, even back to

2005, until now in 2010-these past five years have been very crazy for me personally. People might not be aware of it and if you haven’t

been following me you wouldn’t know anything about it at all but there were a lot of issues with people I had been working with since the

beginning. Contracts, it’s boring really but I don’t particularly like to explain it because what’s the point! The point is now we’re back. And

we can release albums again and I’m back with my full band again. We’re gonna be doing a new Andrew WK album in 2011, a real rock n

roll album. To me it’s like a new beginning and in this past five years this ordeal we just went through, some how I’m confident that it was

meant to be. This is the path, for whatever reason, I was meant to take. We all have our different roads and if you’re an optimist you

always believe that whatever you’re going through, you’re meant to get through it to get to another place. I can say now I don’t think we’d

be playing Warped Tour had things not gone they way they did over the past five years. I know it’s a strange thing to say but I feel like

somehow this was God’s test.

AK: I read that you’re also producing on and off. Do you have any artists you’re producing in the future?

AWK: I do! There are two artists I would like to tell you about. Part of the beauty of these past five years is it has forced me to go out of the

box in terms of working in the entertainment industry and finding new ways to work in it. I was limited through these conflicts from doing

things I had done before like playing concerts but I could do TV. I could do motivational speaking and lectures. I could do radio and I

could work for other musicians and provide the skills I have to their vision. So for example, I got to produce an album with the legendary

reggae pioneer Lee “Scratch” Perry called, “Repentance”. Now this was an album that was actually nominated for a Grammy as Best

Reggae Album. That really to me was confirmation that it is good to serve people, especially when they’re living legends like Lee

“Scratch” Perry. It changed my life. From that I started a record label out of London. Again, also related to these business issues. Starting a

label in London, we thought, would be a loophole and a way around these situations. It turned out it wasn’t. It all worked out though and

since a few months ago it’s all been straightened out. The two new artists I would like to tell you about and I’ve been working with, I’ve

been producing them and for them. One of them is the actual band member of my band, our singer and dancer and really our aerobics

instructor on stage, Cherie Lily. Cherie Lily, I met her through my heavy metal singing teacher actually in 2005. That was the one thing

that saw me through that whole crazy time is this woman Cherie Lily. She is an angel and she came down at the time I needed it most and

didn’t even know I needed it and saved my life basically. It’s the best thing I've ever gotten to be involved in, is just her. She joined my

band as a singer and a dancer and I ended up marrying her. She also married me, which was nice!

AK: Well that’s always good!

AWK: Yeah you hope for that! She’s about to release her debut solo album EP and it’s called, “Werk” and it’s dance music. She’s a fitness

professional in New York City, one of the top fitness professionals working at Crunch and Equinox, all the top gyms there. She makes this

very high-energy dance music and performs. I have this club with my friends called Santo’s Party House and she performs there all the

time. I mean, it’s all sort of connected in this beautiful way one thing leads to another. She’s about to release her debut EP she does all
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her own music, she produces the whole thing, she makes her own beats, and it’s all a bunch of remixes. So it’s a collection of her song,

“Werk”, as a single and then with a bunch of remixes. The other artist is named Aleister X. I heard his music and you remember those

moments in life when your mind was blown. You were at a friends house and they gave you a book and the next thing you know, you’re

mind was blown. You heard some song on the radio, you didn’t know what it was, and you mind---you live for those moments. That’s the

thing that keeps you going is the possibility for something new. When I heard Aleister X for the first time, my mind was blown. I said, “I am

going to work with this person. I’m going to do something”. It wasn’t even beyond a feeling of desire it was more like a premonition.

AK: Like you have to do this.

AWK: More like I’m going to, I better get ready because destiny is already telling me this is going to happen. That’s the way I want to live

life. Where you realize your dreams are not so much desires but previews of what you were destined to end up doing. You’re almost

preparing yourself in advance for what you were born to do. Fortunately, I was born to work with Aleister X and again to facilitate his

visions. He has a new second EP that will be coming out in about three months in October and it’s called, “The Git”. I could go on and on

about both these artists but that’s a nice introduction.

AK: That’s great that you can be a mentor as well because then they can bounce off ideas and strive to be something.

AWK: Of course. And like any mentorship or any student-teacher relationship, they are the teacher to me just as much as the other way

around. It really is like that because that’s what I get out of it. So much inspiration and so many lessons. You challenge yourself and that’s

when you reward yourself.

AK: You brought up Santo’s Party House before. I know you had opened that with some other business partners in Manhattan. I’ve seen

that it’s won many numerous awards.

AWK: You know, thank you for being aware of that. I’m very happy to say that we just won perhaps our biggest, most prestigious award of

all. Zagat, which is the definitive guide for restaurants, bars, clubs, and venues, said we have the best dance club. That was voted by

Zagat and to us that was the crowning glory.

AK: That is amazing. Congratulations on that.

AWK: Thank you. Brand new club in Manhattan. The biggest thing I’ve ever been involved in. It’s 8,000 square feet, two floors, and the

biggest thing about it is we didn’t just move into another place and change the name. This place was built from scratch. This is the first

new venue in downtown Manhattan to be built from scratch in this area for over 20 years.

AK: I was going to say, that doesn’t happen often.

AWK: It’s a very small area, very dense and most places to get a new liquor license and new cabaret, live music, and dancing license it

was the most challenging and of course most rewarding project that I’ve ever been a part of. I still work on it everyday. It’s me and really a

group of people who wanted more that anything to give back a new space to a city that has given so much to us. If I hadn’t moved to New

York and gotten to play the places I did there---see now we can give this place to other people to make their dreams come true. That’s

what New York City is about. It’s about having a dream and bringing it to life.

You can catch Andrew WK as a headliner on the rest of the Vans Warped Tour this Summer.

-AK
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